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Phonetics of Sakha

1 Introduction

Sakha (ISO 639-3 sah), also known as Yakut, is a language spoken almost exclusively in the Sakha Republic

in the Russian Federation, with a handful more in the neighboring Krasnoyarskii Krai to the West (Alekseev

2004). There were around 363000 native speakers of the language in 1993 (Ethnologue), and about 450000

total speakers in 20021. Sakha is in the Northern branch of the Turkic subfamily of the Altaic family. There

are seven other Northern Turkic languages: Altai (North and South), Dolgan, Karagas, Khakas, Shor, and

Tuvin. Out of the eight, it is the largest, followed by Tuvin, which has about 210000 speakers.

For some time, Sakha has been relatively isolated from its genetic neighbors, and the language has been

influenced by Mongolian to the South and Ewenki to the East. One example of Ewenki borrowing that is

studied by linguists is the pharyngeal /è/. Linguists believe that the borrowing was recent because the shift

from /s/ to /è/ can be observed today via dialectal differences in Sakha (Diachovskii 1971, Shirobokova

2001).

In this overview, we restrain to describing the Sakha phonemic inventory and a few important phonological

constraints.

2 Phonemic Inventory

2.1 Consonants

The following discussion is a summary of Shirobokova (2001), Anderson (1998), and Diakovskii (1971).

Bilabial Dentoalveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Pharyngeal Glottal

Plosives p b t d k g q

Nasal m n ñ N

Trill r

Fricative s X* K è h*

Affricate cç dJ

Approximant j, j̃

Lateral approximant l

* - Denotes an allophone

1Russian Census 2002: Knowledge of languages other than Russian, http://www.perepis2002.ru/ct/doc/TOM_04_04.xls.

Note: it’s an Excel file coming from Russia, and might contain viruses.
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2.1.1 Word Lists

The following list is from Diakovskii (1971), with a few additional words from Shirobokova (2001) and

Straughn (2006). We will use /x/ to refer to the uvular voiceless consonant that manifests as [X] or [q],

due to the widespread use of that notation. We use a Romanized form of the Cyrillic alphabet used to

write Sakha. Note that, in our transcription, “j” represents two phonemes: /j/ and /̃j/. This reflects the

non-distinction in the Cyrillic alphabet.

Word-initial contrast of /b d dJ k l m n ñ p s è t x cç/

baar /bA:r/ there is

daarg1 /dA:rg̈i/ indifferent

d’aar /dJA:r/ sharp, uncomfortable smell

kiir /ki:r/ to enter

laangk1 /lA:Nk̈i/ deadwood

maar /mA:r/ (a type of landscape)

naar /nA:r/ all the time, continually

n’aax /ñA:x/ baby animal cry

paar /pA:r/ vapour

saas /sA:s/ spring

saj /saj/ to bite (of wind)

taas /tA:s/ rock

chaar /cçA:r/ shallow-water

haj /èaj/ (an interjection related to cattle)

Word-medial contrast of /b K d dJ j j̃ k l m n N r è t x cç/

aba /aba/ disappointment

agha /aKa/ father

adaar /adA:r/ sticking out in different directions

ad’as /adJas/ completely

aja /aja/ crossbow

ajax /ãjax/ mouth

akaar1 /akA:r̈i/ dumb

ala /ala/ piebald

ama /ama/ typical, normal

ana /ana/ epilepsy

sanga /saNa/ new

sara /sara/ molted (of bird)

xaha /xaèa/ abdominal fat

ataar /atA:r/ to see off
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saxa /saxa/ Sakha

acha /acça/ mountain sedge

Word-final contrast of /j k l m n N p r s x/

saaj /sA:j/ to drive in (a nail)

baak /bA:k/ tank (container)

saal /sA:l/ top part of horse’s neck

xaam /xA:m/ fence, cattle barrier

saan /sA:n/ to threaten

taang /tA:N/ frazil

sap /sap/ thread

saar /sA:r/ to molt (of bird)

saas /sA:s/ spring

aax /A:x/ to read

Distinguishing the velars from the uvulars is difficult because they are often in complementary distribution.

There are, however, a few exceptions:

ege /EgE/ the more, especially given this

eghe /eKe/ an alterior motive

elek /ElEk/ laugh

belex /bElEx/ gift

The /k/-/g/ distinction is also not easily obtained because /g/ seems to appear mostly either in loan

words or as a result of consonant assimilation where /k/ is impossible. Nevertheless, it is possible to find

some degree of contrast in the word-initial position.

genne /gEn:E/ behind, back

kenen /kEnEn/ naive

2.1.2 Labials

Sakha has three labial stops: /p/, /b/, and /m/. /p/ is a voiceless bilabial stop ([p]), often aspirated.

Its distribution in the word-initial position is mostly restricted to Russian loanwords. It is common in the

word-final position. In the word-medial position, it only appears in the geminated form ([p:]). /b/ is a

voiced bilabial stop ([b]), and is often pronounced as a near-fricative [B]. /m/ is a voiced bilabial nasal ([m]).

Research by Diachovskii concluded that /p/, /t/, and /k/ are unreleased in the word-final position, and

when before another obstruent. Yakut-pronunced Russian words were given to Russian speakers to recognize.

Most speakers could not recognize the final consonants, however Yakut speakers had no problem with the
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task.

2.1.3 Dento-Alveolars and è

The alveolar sounds in Sakha are /t/, /d/, /n/, /s/, /l/, and /r/. The pattern of alveolar (or dento-

alveolar) stops in Sakha is similar to the labials: /t/ is an apical voiceless oral ([t„]), /d/ is an apical voiced

oral ([d„]), and /n/ is an apical voiced nasal ([n„]). The distribution of /n/ in the word-initial position is

mostly restricted to loanwords. Before /k/ and /x/ in word-medial, and occasionally word-final position, it

is realized as [N]. It never precedes /k/ or /x/. /l/ is an apical lateral approximant ([l]). It is sometimes

lightly velarized - the velarized and nonvelarized forms appear to be in free variation. /r/ is realized as a

trill ([r]), sometimes reduced to a flap, especially between vowels. /r/ does not appear in the word-initial

position, and /l/ appears word-initially only in loanwords.

/s/ is a laminal post-alveolar voiceless fricative ([s«]). In word-initial position, it is often free variation with

/è/, the pharyngeal fricative, the latter prefered in the Northern dialects. In word-medial position, [s] is

also often substituted by /è/. However, the reverse does not hold: in many cases, /è/ cannot be replaced

by /s/, which leads to the conclusion that /s/ and /è/ are separate phonemes. The observation that the

phoneme /è/ is relatively new in Sakha explains its variation.

2.1.4 Palatals

There are two palatal affricates: the voiceless /cç/ ([cç]) and voiced /dJ/ ([dJ]). These occur mostly in

loanwords, and do not occur in word-final position. Due to low frication, these are sometimes regarded as

stops ([c é]). Rarely, these manifest as apical alveolar affricates [t„s d„z].

/ñ/ is a palatal nasal stop ([ñ]). It also does not occur in the final position and geminates when between

two vowels ([ñ:]). Sakha also has a central approximant /j/ ([j]) which contrasts with the nasalized /̃j/ ([̃j]).

These do not occur in the word-initial position.

2.1.5 Velars and uvulars

Sakha has three velar stops: voiceless oral /k/ ([k]), voiced oral /g/ ([g]), and voiced nasal /N/ ([N]). The

uvulars are a voiceless stop /q/, which typically manifests as [q], but sometimes as a fricative [X]. There

is also a voiced uvular fricative /K/. In intetrvocalic position, the velar stops often manifest as fricatives,

and place of articulation depends on the neighboring vowels. Thus, the velars and the uvulars are often in

complementary distribution. Nevertheless, there are instances where they are contrastive.

2.2 Vowels

Sakha vowels follow the pattern typically seen in Turkic languages: there are 8 vowels, each with a short-

long contrast (Diachovskii 1971). Vowels are typically characterized as short-long, front-back, high-low, and

rounded-unrounded.
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A:a

O, O:œ, œ:•E, E:•

U

u:1:

Y•I•

y:•

Ï

i:•

There are also four diphthongs: /ie/, /1E/, /yø/, and /uO/. Diachovskii measured the lengths and behaviour

of these dipthongs in detail. Dipthong /ie/ progresses as [iIeE] with the length of the first half about 60%.

Dipthong /yø/ progresses as [yYøE] with the length of the first half also about 60%. Dipthong /uO/ progresses

as [uUffoffOffa¯
] with [uUff] taking about 55% of the dipthong length. Dipthong /1E/ progresses close to [1Eæ], but

exhibits the most variation among speakers and phonological context.

Dipthong [uO] is unique in that it can be realized as [uo ua u: O:] and in other forms. It almost never

contrasts with [O:], and often does not contrast with [Y o y:]. This allows it to have greater phonetic variation.

2.2.1 Word Lists

The following table is from Diachovskii (1971):

(a) Distinguishing between short and long vowels:

bil /bIl/ to know biil /bi:l/ beltline

kyrt /kYrt/ to rake kyyrt /ky:rt/ to dry

kur /kUr/ belt kuur /ku:r/ to dry

k1l /k̈Il/ hair k11l /k1:l/ beast

kes /kEs/ to wade kees /kE:s/ to leave behind

kTx /kœx/ interest kTTx /kœ:x/ type of word

xoj /xOj/ unfathomed xooj /xO:j/ bosom

sas /sas/ to hide saas /sA:s/ spring

(b) Distinguishing between front and back vowels:

sil /sIl/ spit s1l /s̈Il/ year

biis /bi:s/ tribe b11s /b1:s/ (theater) curtains

tys /tYs/ to descend tus /tUs/ right across

kyys /ky:s/ strength kuus /ku:s/ to hug

tes /tEs/ to break through (something) tas /tas/ to wear

bees /bE:s/ calico baas /bA:s/ wound

Tl /œl/ to die ol /Ol/ (rel. pr.) that
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(c) Distinguishing between high and low vowels:

kim /kIm/ who kem /kEm/ time

kiis /ki:s/ sable kees /kE:s/ to leave behind

kyhyn /kYhYn/ fall kThyn /kœhYn/ to appear (some way)

t1s /ẗIs/ paw tas /tas/ to wear

s11l /s1:l/ to crawl saal /sA:l/ scruff

sur /sUr/ gray sor /sOr/ grief

nuur /nu:r/ drowsiness noor /nO:r/ pancreas

(d) Distinguishing between unrounded and rounded vowels:

bit /bIt/ sign byt /bYt/ to end

biir /bi:r/ alone byyr /by:r/ to undercut

ket /kEt/ to dress (someone) kTt /kœt/ to fly

keed’ej /kE:djEj/ to tilt to one side kTTd’Tj /kœ:djœj/ to be tall and bulky

1k /̈I:k/ to squeeze out uk /Uk/ to put in

t11r /t1:r/ to split tuur /tu:r/ to pull out

tang /taN/ to string on tong /tO:N/ frozen

xaaj /xA:j/ to shut xooj /xO:j/ bosom

(e) Distinguishing between diphthongs and monopthongs, and a minimal set of dipthongs

bier /bier/ to give away biir /bi:r/ alone

byTr /bYør/ bud byyr /by:r/ to undercut

1am /1Em/ to be milked out 11m /1:m/ let me milk

buor /buOr/ land, soil buur bu:r male elk

b1ar /b1Er/ liver

3 Constraints

We discuss two important phonological constraints: vowel harmony and a constraint on consonant clusters.

3.1 Vowel Harmony

This summary is from Krueger (1962). Sakha possesses vowel harmony, a phonological rule that re-

stricts which vowels can coexist in a word. In Sakha, vowel harmony is by the features front/back and

rounded/unrounded. That is, front vowels cannot coexist with back vowels, and rounded vowels cannot

coexist with unrounded vowels. In this distinction, dipthongs are assigned the features of the initial vowel.

Diachovskii notes that this may be because the initial vowel tend to be the longest in Sakha dipthongs.
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The only exceptions are /a/, which may follow /u/, and /E/, which may follow /Y/. Long vowels are

grouped with their short counterparts. We restate the variational rule in a table form:

First vowel Following vowels

low high dipthong low high dipthong

back

a 1 1E a 1 1E

U uO a U uO

O O U uO

front

E i ie E i ie

Y Yø E Y Yø

ø ø Y Yø

3.2 Double consonants

This is a brief summary of the discussion in Diakovskii (1971). Sakha allows both geminated consonants

and consonant clusters, in single morphemes as well as on morpheme boundaries. We refer to geminated

consonants and consonant clusters as double consonants.

Double consonants can be split into three groups, depending on the first consonant: voiced obstruent,

voiceless obstruent, and sonorant. Two obstruents forming a cluster must match in voicing, but sonorants

can, in general, be followed by all types.

The first group is very small: the only possible combinations are /bd/, /bdJ/, /gd/, and /gdJ/. All of

these are rare.

Allowed combinations from the second group are represented in the table below:

Second consonant

k p s t x cç

F
ir
st

co
n
so

n
a
n
t k * x + + +

p x * + + +

s + + * + x

t * o x

x x + + * +

cç *

* - geminated

o - in word stems only

x - on morpheme boundaries only

+ - both in stems and on boundaries

Allowed combinations from the third group are represented in the table below:
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Second consonant

j j̃ l m n N ñ r b g K d dJ k p s t x cç

F
ir
st

co
n
so

n
a
n
t

j o o + + o + x x + + o x

j̃ x

l * o + + + + + o x x + o +

m * + x + o o x + + + +

n * x o o x + +

N x + * + o o + x + x o x

ñ *

r o + + + + + + + + + + +

* - geminated

o - in word stems only

x - on morpheme boundaries only

+ - both in stems and on boundaries

There are only five word-final allowed consonant clusters: /rt/, /lt/, /lk/, /mp/, and /Nk/.
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